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Walks — Oslo

Electrical

1

Sentralen
Handout of the headphones and maps.The walk is free but you will be
asked to leave a document. Test your headphone: listen to the various
screens and electronic keylocks in the entrance area. Leave the building

10

Self driving bus
Go to the stop of the red self driving bus and have a trip with Mads or
Oda. Enjoy the musical harmonies and sudden breaks, its a special
experience.

2

Streetcorner
Stop and observe the various signals from he tram lines. Try different
positions. Cross the street.

11

Harbour (Radhuis brygge?)
Go along the harbour towards Aker Brygge. Enjoy the view and the
various signals.

3

Security gates
3a. Go close to the entrance of the shop "Filippa K" . Attention: the
sound is very loud, do not come to near. 3b. Go on and compare with
the security gate at the entrance of "acne studios". 3c. Cross the street
and listen to "Zara"

12

Akerbrygge
Listen to the signals between the ferry departures signs B,C and D,
then continue to walk along Stranden.
Turn right at Riggersgata

4

Stortinget T-Bane
Go down to the metro station. Next to the stairs you find to your right
two large advertisement screens. Listen very close and move your head.
Explore more light screens and electronic displays in the area (not all of
them sound).Then take the escalator and listen as close as possible to
the small light screens in the wall while going down. They all sound
different.

13

Underground parking
Enter the parking house. The entrance is just before the Decaux light
screen in the passage to your left. Take the elevator down to level
C_D. When you get out turn left and enter the parking "C". Go to
the right and stop at the column with the grey "router"(???) in front of
the blue door .Listen closely. Great rhythm. Explore the parkhouse,
but be careful. Take up the same elevator up and continue to walk
down Riggersgata.

5

Metro hall
Discover the various sounds of the ticket machines, Led lights etc.
then take the escalator up on the opposite side and exit at "Lille
Grensen"

14

Bryggetorget
Enter the square and approach the six big antennas above the metal
Parking pavillon. Listen in different places to the strong signals. Stroll
along Holmers gata and go to the tram station ......(name ???)

6

Lille Grensen
A sharp rhythmic ticking signal welcomes you when you exit the
station. Go along the street and explore more
security gates such as the one of "power". Turn around the corner to
your left until you reach the sport outlet.

15

Tram ride
Take the tram Nr. 12 at Akerbrygge station (?) for two stops and
relax while listening the electromagnetic melodies. Exit at 0vre
Slottsgatan. Please switch off your headphone and bring it back
immediately to Sentralen.

7

Sport Outlet
Go into the entrance area and move under the two white boxes
hanging from the ceiling . Create your own patterns.

8

ATM Machines
Cross the street and go to the two ATM machines of the dnb bank.
Listen close to the screens. Enjoy the variety of signals.

9

Parliament
Cross the park and observe the various antenna signals.
Take off your headphone, switch it off and get your ears a short rest. If
you feel tired you can bring your headphone back now. Otherwise go
down Rosenkrantz gata until you reach Rolf Strangers plass. Put on
your headphone again. Now you can explorethe exciting harbour
atmosphere.

Special recommendation Train station. Take a tram to central station.
Go up and down all tracks from 1 to 11, go as close as possible to
the neon lights and listen to the beautiful electromagnetic variations.

